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Abstract
In computing, the workload is the amount of processing that the computer has been given to do at a given time. Workloads are
two types namely synthetic and real workload. Real workloads are not publicly available and some workloads are available in the
internet like Google trace, world cup 98 trace and Clark Net trace. Synthetic workloads are generated based on our experiments.
The real trace is downloaded from Google cluster data which consists of two workloads. In first trace it refers to 7 hours period
with set of tasks. In second trace it refers to 30 days period of work. Each dataset is packed as set of one or more files, each
provided in compressed Common Separated Values(CSV) format. In this paper we are analyzing the Google cluster data version
2 trace in IBM SPSS statistics and generating another workload called synthetic workload with the same characteristics and
behavior of real workload based on formulae which is generated using linear regression in IBM SPSS statistics.
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----------------------------------------------------------------------***-------------------------------------------------------------------1. INTRODUCTION
Cloud Computing is a term related to technology which
allows to use the internet and it maintains the data and
applications in the central remote servers. It allows the users
to access their files in the cloud with the help of internet.
The data access in the cloud computing is more efficient by
centralizing the data processing ,storing the data and
bandwidth. Simple examples of Cloud Computing is Yahoo
Email, GMAIL etc. The internet connection is need to
sending the mails. In the cloud there is inbuilt Email
management software. And it is controlled by the service
providers of cloud such as yahoo, GMAIL etc. Cloud
Computing composed into three types of service models
and four types deployment models.
In public cloud , the management
has the same
requirements and follow to shares the infrastructures so has
to need of appliances. It is attractive based on the cost as the
resource (storage, workstations) used and shares in the
communities and exploited already. In Cloud Computing
models applications are provided in open source for the
users. The user allows to access several important resource
on cloud, such as: Applications, Software's and Storing.
The users has to store the important information in the
public clouds this is , one major advantage for storing
information in the cloud. computing machines, these
includes: Installing the resources, there configurations; and

Storaging. private cloud is a word to specify the cloud
platforms which implements with in the private firewalls,it
is in information technology control. Hybrid Cloud is
combination of both public and private cloud. Service
models are reference models on which cloud computing is
based. Software applications are hosted by the vendors in
the world wide web and the users are allowed to download
the application from internet it is called as software as a
service(saas). platform as a service (paas) is standard for
deliver the operating systems and services which is related
across the internet without downloading or installation of
services. Infrastructure as a service(Iaas) includes the
outsourcing the equipments are used to supports the
operation, includes the storing the data,
Computer
hardware, Servers and network components.
Synthetic workloads are part of performance evaluation in
cloud computing. To do performance evaluation on cloud
we need experimental platforms, workloads and application
benchmarks. A custom testbed can allows to skips the cost
of experiments and to has a huge control accomplishments,
where it has a cost in terms of system configuration. At
server level virtualization is needed. Virtualization
commonly
addressed
as
Hypervisors
or
VirtualMachineMonitor (VMM). Some of important
hypervisors are Xen , VMWare ESXi and Kernel Virtual
Machine (KVM).Here some platforms are present in the
internet for deploying the custom clouds. Some of open
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source platforms such as Eucalyptus and OpenStack but
these open source platforms are still under development. In
opposite to real infrastructure, the software is used to
simulating the functions of a cloud platforms, it includes
allocation and deallocation of resources. We need to choose
an simulator which is available in the past and convert it to
our related work. Whereas, using a simulator refers to
prepare the software but, inspite of this it has a lot of
advantages. The estimated process can reduced in several
ways and allows to test set of algorithms and no need to reconfiguring all the frameworks everytime. Experiments
performed in real infrastructure can takes several hours, but
in an event based simulators, it takes only in minute.
Simulator allow user to collect any type of data about
systems state or evaluation metric. Some of research based
cloud simulator are Cloud Sim, Green Cloud, and
GroudSim[1].
The aim of this paper is to generate the synthetic workload
with the same characteristics and behavior of real workload.
First we could download the already existing real trace from
Google cloud datacenter. In Google cloud datacenter two
real traces are available namely Google cluster trace version
1 and Google cluster trace version 2.In trace version 1 it
have only 7 days period of data with time, jobid, taskid and
jobtype where as in trace version 2 it have 30 days period of
data with Starttime, Endtime, Taskindex, CPU usagemean,
Memory usagemean, RAM request and Resource request.
We could download Google cluster trace version 2 trace
and analyzed the characteristics and behavior in IBM SPSS
statistics. Based on the linear regression in IBM SPSS
synthetic workload is generated with same statistical
similarities of real trace.

2. WORKLOAD SPECIFICATION
The name workload specifies each user request generates an
arrival of timestamp. In class of cloud computing the
workload models can have different workload attributes.
Workloads are two types namely synthetic and real
workload. First we have to known that the workload either it
is a real trace or synthetic trace.

2.1 Real Workload
Real workloads are not available in the internet this is the
main drawback for research on workloads in cloud. For this
reason synthetic workload can be generated such that what
are the experiments we need based on that requirements real
workloads is analyzed and another workload is generated
known as synthetic workload with similar behavioral
characteristics of real workloads. Some of real workloads
available on internet such that ClarkNet ,Worldcup trace 98 ,
Google cluster trace data.
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ClarkNet[2] is a real workload trace which is available in
the internet which maintains the useful information of each
and every HTTP request and it is collected from two weeks.
These HTTP requests received at the ClarkNet trace World
Wide Web Server. It is an open source access provider for
Metro baltimore Washington DC area.
The data of first log was collect from 00:00:00 28 th of
August, 1995 over 23:59:59 3rd of September, and in
1995,it is total 7 days period of information. The data of
second log was collect from 00:00:00 4th of September, and
in 1995 over 23:59:59 10th of September, 1995, it is total 7
days period of information. In two week's of period we
have a 3,328,587 requests. Timestamps have a resolution of
1 second.
It shows cyclic pattern where the workload is more at
daytime when compared to night. And the workload is less
in weekends when compared to weekdays.
World Cup 98 trace[3] is a real workload which is available
in the internet. It maintains all the requests which is made
from the World Cup of year 1998 placed in Worldcup 98
trace Web site between 30th of April, and in the year 1998
and 26th of July, in the year 1998.The WorldCup 98 gtrace
has received the 1,352,804,107 requests in this period of
time.
Google Cluster trace[4] data consists two traces namely first
dataset version 1 and second dataset version 2.
The first dataset[5], it provides traces from Borg cell it were
taken over 7 hours period of time. Google cluster trace
version 1 maintains set of tasks, each and every task will
be run on a separate machines. These tasks occupies the
one or more cores which is divided into units of memory
space in the Computer system. Each task has a unique job;
and a job can have two or more tasks. The Google trace
data has anonymized in many ways: The Google trace has
number of tasks or it is also called as job names ,it has only
numerical identifiers; the tasks has only the start time and
the consumption of cpu using the linear transformation. By
using the transformation of Google cluster data, researchers
can able to do workload characterizations and generation.
Here the data can be formed as the blank separated columns.
Execution of each and every row reports of single task
during the five minutes period of time. The following fields
contained by the trace 1.
 Time (int) – Time specifies the start of the data
collection in seconds.
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 JobID (int) –The task belongs to the unique identifier of
job which is also called as parentID.
 Task ID (int) -Execution task of unique identifier.
 Job Type (0, 1, 2) - A categorisation of a work in types
of jobs.
 Normalised Task per Cores(float) - The task uses the
normalised values of a avg number of cores .
 Normalised Task Memory(float) - The task uses the
normalised values of avg memory used by the tasks.

Google cluster trace 2[6] is another workload available in
Google data centre. Google cluster is made up of set of
machines and it is packed into racks. A cell maintains a
group of machines, where single cluster maintained by each
cell. And common cluster management shared by each cell.
Here one or more tasks is called a job. Each of which is
accompanied by set of resource requirements used for
scheduling tasks onto the machines. Each and every task
maintains a Linux programs, where it mainatins the multiple
processes, runs on a single machine. In trace 2 it has 30
days period of data. A trace consists of several datasets. A
dataset is composed into a single table, indexed by primary
key that typically includes timestamp. Each dataset is
packaged as set of one or more files, each dataset is
provided in a compressed CSV format.
In trace 2 the jobs and tasks described by the following
tables:
 Task event table
 Job event table
 Task resource table.
In our work we are merging both the task event table and
task resource table.
In task event table it contains the following fields:
 timestamp
 missing info
 job ID
 task index - within the job
 machine ID
 event type
 user name
 scheduling class
 priority
 resource request for CPU cores
 resource request for RAM
 resource request for local disk space
 different-machine constraint
In task resource table it contains the following fields:
 start time of the measurement period
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end time of the measurement period
job ID
task index
machine ID
mean CPU usage rate
canonical memory usage
assigned memory usage
unmapped page cache memoryusage
total page cache memoryusage
maximum memory usage
mean disk Input out time
mean local disk space used
maximum CPU usage
maximum disk IO time
cycle per instruction (CPI)
memory access per instruction (MAI)
sample portion
aggregation type (1 if maximums from subcontainers
were summed)
 sampled CPU usage: mean CPU usage during a random
1s sample in the measurement
 period (only in v2.1 and later)
The combination of both the task event and task resource
table contains the following fields:
 start time of the measurement period
 end time of the measurement period
 job ID
 task index
 machine ID
 mean CPU usage rate
 canonical memory usage
 assigned memory usage
 unmapped page cache memoryusage
 total page cache memory usage
 maximum memoryusage
 mean disk input output time
 mean local disk space used
 maximum CPU usage
 maximum disk IO time
 cycles per instruction (CPI)
 memory accesses per instruction (MAI)
 sample portion
 aggregation type (1 if maximums from subcontainers
were summed)
 sampled CPU usage: mean CPU usage during a random
1s sample in the measurement period (only in v2.1 and
later)
 timestamp
 missing info
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job ID
task index - within the job
machine ID
event type
user name
scheduling class
priority
resource request for CPU cores
resource request for RAM
different-machine constraint

2.2 Synthetic Workload
The synthetic workloads[7] are generated based on the
characteristics and behaviour of real workload. First analyse
the characteristics of real workload by using some tools
called R software and IBM SPSS statistics. Here the
synthetic workloads are generated because the real
workloads are available in less number and some of the
traces are available in internet called Clark net trace and
World Cup trace 98.Based on requirements of our project
the real workload is statistically analysed and Synthetic
workload is generated.
R Software and IBM SPSS statistics tools are used for
analysing the synthetic workload.
 R Software: R programming is software which is
publicly available in the internet for mathematical
analysing of data and for graphics. It can compile and
run on different types of Unix platforms, Windows and
Mac operating systems. It provides a huge varieties of
mathematical and graphical technique, such that
different models of linear and non-linear, simple
mathematical
tests, time series based analysis,
classification of data, clustering of data etc. In R
programming it is easy to extend the services. It is a
language called interpreted .The users can access from
command line interpreter. Matrix arithmetic was
supported by the R programming. Data structures of R
includes vector, array, data frame (same as the tables
which is in relational database) and lists. R extends the
object system include objects from other objects:
regression model, time series and geospatial coordinates.
R is a software which is used for data modifications,
calculations and graphics.
 IBM SPSS Statistic: It is loaded with the robust
analytical techniques and one major benefit is time
saving capability and it will help us to analyse the data
quickly and easily. In IBM SPSS Statistics there is
different versions are available and each product
identifies the total pre processed data, from planning to
collecting of data to analysing the data, reportings and
deployment.
In our work IBM SPSS statistics 22 are used to analyse the
real workload.
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Here are the some tools used to generate the synthetic
workload.
 Faban[8]: Faban is a open source tool which used to
develop and run the benchmarks. It supports multi-tier
environment such that benchmarks can be run in the set
of machines. Simple micro benchmarks are developed
and run in the target machines.
The major components of Faban are, the Faban Driver
Framework and Faban Harness.
1. Faban Driver Framework is an Application Programme
Interface based Structure. It uses to establish the new
benchmarks . It gives the in built support for several
servers i,e Oracle server, Java,SQL etc. It helps to
provide an interface to add other servers.
2. Faban Harness it is a tool to running of slave
benchmarks. It maintains a container to benchmark of
host and allows the new benchmark to be arranged in a
fast manner. It allows to use an web interface in a easy
way and to form a queue runs, it adds the huge
performance to view, compares and runs the graph
outputs.
 Olio[9]: Olio is toolkit and it is available publicly in the
internet and it is used to evaluation of the sufficiently,
use and efficiency of web technology and it used to
provide three initial implementations : Preprocessor
Hypertext, Java Enterprise Edition and ROR. This
toolkit helps to load the applications to measure the
efficiency of a Computer.
 Apache JMeter[10]: Apache JMeter application is
publicly available in the internet and it is programmed
totally in java so it is called as pure java application .It is
used to design to load the applications and to check the
working behavior and performance efficiency of an
application .It is used to test other for services but
mainly to test the web applications.
 Rain[11]: Rain is a Emperical-based workload
generation toolkit that uses Constant and statistical
distributions to specify the different sources of
workloads.
 Vmware VMmark[12]:VMmark is a benchmark tool
used to measure the efficiency
and scalable of
applications which is running in the virtualized
environment. VMmark has extensive hardware and
software requirements compared to the aforementioned
tools. VMmark enables users to measure, view, and
compare virtual datacenter performance.It utilizes two
previously discussed toolkits, Rain and Olio. VMmark is
well documented, but this research does not utilize
VMmark due to time constraints.

3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
Figure 1 shows overview of our work for real workload
characterization and the generation of synthetic workload
using IBM SPSS statistics.
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Fig 1: Proposed methodology for synthetic workload generation.
In proposed methodology we have two modules:
• Module 1: Characterization of real workloads.
• Module 2: Linear Regression analysis using
statistics.

characteristics and its distribution is available for real
workloads, this can be used to generate the synthetic
workloads.
SPSS

In Module 1, the real workload trace file is downloaded, and
subjected to statistical analysis. This is done through IBM
SPSS Statistics. The workload characteristics of real
workload, Google Trace Data are identified and the
computations are done using IBM SPSS Statistics and plots
are generated. With these plots or graphs, the distribution of
the workload characteristics is found out. As the

In Module 2, The synthetic workload can be generated by
using the Linear regression in spss. In spss first the real
workload is split into files based on the userid . After
splitting into files these files are divided into clusters. Here I
am used to split 4th userid into 6 clusters. By using the
formulae generated by the linear regression for each cluster
different values are generated. Based on these generated
values for cpuusage and memoryusage mean the graphs are
generated for synthetic workload.
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3.1. Characterization of Real Workloads
In Module 1, first download workload file, Google Trace
data version 2.Fields which are contained by the google
trace version 2 is mentioned in workload specification. And
the real data characteristics is analysed in the tool called
IBM SPSS statics.


First the downloaded trace has to be loaded into the
SPSS statistics. The snapshot shows the file loaded into
the SPSS.

Fig 3.3 shows the primary last in spss
 In Google trace2 file it has CPU Usage Mean coloumn
after preprocessing the data it shows that how much
CPU Usage mean used for each job.

Fig 3.1 Trace loaded into the SPSS Statists
 By using the IBM SPSS statics tool the Google trace
data can be sorted per job id and task index. Each task
starts at the point 10800000000 and ends at
13200000000.
 SPSS RANK can be used to create a variable holding the
rank numbers of the values of some other variable.
Fig 3.4 shows the CPU Mean usage sum
 In memoryusage mean,after preprocessing the data it
shoes how much memory used for each job.

Fig 3.2 Shows the rank in spss
Fig 3.5 shows the memory usage sum for each job
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 In below screenshot, it shows how much percentage of
cpuusage mean and memory usage mean used by each
user
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Based on the variable called cpuusage mean and
memoryusage mean which is present in real workload these
are called as independent variables. By using the linera
regession in SPSS statistics we generate the dependent
variables called synthetic workload of cpuusage mean and
memoryusage mean.

3.2.1 Process to generate the synthetic workload
using linear regression in SPSS statistics

Fig 3.6 shows the utilization percentage
 Simulating the data specifies the what kind of
distribution followed by rjobid, cpuusagemean,
memoryusagemean etc .


In SPSS first the real workload is split into files based on the
userid. After that the files are divided into clusters. Here we
used to split 4th userid into 6 clusters. By using the equation
in linear regression the new values(synthetic workload for
cpuusageusage and memoryusage mean) are predicted,these
values are known as dependent variables and it is generated
based on the values of indepent variables. Graphs are
generated for real and synthetic workloads of cpuusage
mean and memoryusage mean which shows the difference
between the characteristics and behavior of real and
synthetic workload.
In SPSS the similar userid files are sperated.There are 81
userid's where each userid is placed in one separated file.we
took the 4 th userid among the 81 users where it contains
more files.The 4 th userid is divided into 6 clusters by using
K-means cluster in SPSS.
Based on the equation the synthetic workload for
cpuusagemean and memoryusagemean is calculated.
cpuusage=c+m.jobid+n.memoryusage.
where c is constant
m is RAM request
n is CPU request

Fig 3.7 shows the simulation


We know by simulating the data that , the RAM
request follows normal distribution. Similarly, we find
distributions for other parameters of intrest.



The distribution which are generated in SPSS are useful
to enable us to generate workload with similar
distribution in faban workload generator.

3.2 Analasyis of real workload using SPSS
Stastistics
Linear regression is used to predict the variable value based
on the some other value. The value which we predict it is
known as dependent variable and also called as outcome
variable. The other variable's value is known as the
independent variable is called as predictor variable.

Fig 3.2.1.1 Analysed real workload.
The below screenshot shows the real data for both cpuusage
and memoryusage mean.
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Fig 3.2.1.2 Real workload for cpu and memory usage mean.
The synthetic workload for cpuusagemean can be generated
based on the equation
 cpuusage=c+m.jobid+n.cpuusage.

Fig 3.2.1.3(b) Graph generated for synthetic workload
cpuusage

Fig 3.2.1.3 Screenshot for real and synthetic workload
generation for cpu usage.(cluster1)

Fig 3.2.1.3(c) Error rate for real and synthetic workload
cpuusage mean
The error rate is difference between the real and synthetic
workload of cpuusage mean .

Fig 3.2.1.3 (a) Graph generated for realworkload
Cpuusagemean.

Fig 3.2.1.4 Screenshot for real and synthetic workload
generation for cpu usage.(cluster2)
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The above fig shows the error rate is difference between the
real and synthetic workload of cpuusage mean .

Fig 3.2.1.4(a) Graph generated for real workload cpuusage
mean.

Fig 3.2.1.4 (b) Graph generated for Synthetic workload
cpuusage mean.

Fig 3.2.1.4(c) Error rate for real and synthetic workload
cpuusage

Fig 3.2.1.6 Screenshot for real and synthetic workload
generation for memory usage.(cluster1)

Fig 3.2.1.6 (a) Real workload generation for mem
usage.(cluster1)

Fig3.2.1.6(b) Synthetic workload generation for mem
usage.(cluster1)
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Fig 3.2.1.6(c) Error rate for real and synthetic workload
memory usage
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Fig 3.2.1.7(b) Synthetic workload generation for memory
usage.(cluster2)

Fig 3.2.1.7 Screenshot for real and synthetic workload
generation for memory usage.(cluster2)
Fig 3.2.1.7(c) Error rate for real and synthetic workload
memory usage

4.1 Comparison between Real and Synthetic
Workload

Fig 3.2.1.7(a) Real workload generation for mem usage
(cluster2).
The above fig shows the generation of real workload by
using the values of memory usage.
Fig 4.1(a) Comparison between cpu usage real workload
and synthetic workload (cluster1)
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4.2 Evaluation of Generated Workload
The Google trace data version2 is downloaded from Google
data centre. It contains the several contents in the table such
as cpu usage mean, memory usage mean, jobid, RAM
request, CPU request etc. The data preprocessed in the tool
called IBM SPSS statisticts 22. After preprocessing the data
some graph are generated based on the characteristics and
behaviour of the real workload. From the graphs the
statistical distribution of synthetic workload is matches with
the real workload. The Correlation coefficient shows the
similarity between the synthetic workload generation and
real workload. Below diagram shows the correlation
coefficient between the cpu usage and memory usage.

Fig 4.1(b) Comparison between cpu usage real workload
and synthetic workload (cluster2)

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

Synthetic
Workload
cpuusagemea
n
1
16

N
Pearson Correlation
Sig.(2-tailed)
N

.781**
.000
16

Cpu
usage
mean
.781**
.000
16
1
16

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
Correlations

Synthetic
Mem
Fig 4.1(c) Comparison between memory usage real
workload and synthetic workload (cluster1)

Memory
Usasge

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Mem

Memory
usasge

1

.941**

16
.941**

.000
16
1

.000
16

16

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
5. APPLICATIONS FOR SYNTHETIC WORKLOAD
GENERATION.

5.1 Capacity Planning
In capacity planning the resources are provided by the
system such that those are somewhat relevant to the quality
levels. Here the services are used by the processes in the
view of forthcoming demands. For the successful execution
the resources has to be designed to reduce the costs and to
grasp the stable service-level agreement.

Fig 4.1(d) Comparison between memoryusage real
workload and syntheticworkload(cluster2)

The tools of Capacity planning plans to checking and
calculating workloads such that the values are generated
synthetically and it allows the analysis of resource
utilization.
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5.2 Performance of Computer System Using
Synthetic Workloads
Energy efficiency is a used for system design, It has been
used in two domains called embedded and enterprise. It
focus on methods of sum of power benchmarks. that has
been released recently. Consider, that EnergyBench was
released by EEMBC and SPECpower was released by SPEC
to calculate the energy efficiency of systems.. The SWEEP
is a structure to generate the synthetic workloads with same
characteristics and behavior of real workload. SWEEP is
used to form an advanced range of synthetic workloads
while it differs in the instructions. The usage of SWEEP is
to calculate the performance of fiscal computer systems in
workloads. Based on the characteristics of workload it
specifies that the performance of a computer.

6. CONCLUSION
The real workload is downloaded from Google cluster data
center. It has two versions Google trace version 1 and
version 2 which is publicly available. We downloaded the
Google cluster trace 2 called as real workload and
preprocessed the characteristics of real workload in IBM
SPSS statistics and are used to generate the synthetic
workload such that, the generated workload should has
similar characteristics and behavior of the real workload.
We have been able to generate the synthetic workload
which we are going to use in research resource provisioning
, load balancing, performance testing, energy management
and other related areas of research problems being solved.
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